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SOME THIN SETS IN DISCRETE ABELIAN GROUPS^)
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RON C. BLEI

ABSTRACT.  Let T be a discrete abelian group, and E C T.   For F C E, we

say that F e 9(E), if for all A, finite subsets of I", 0 / A, A + F n F is finite.

Having defined the Banach algebra, A(E) = c(E) n B(E), we prove the following:

(i) E C T is a Sidon set if and only if every  F e 9(E) is a Sidon set; (ii) E e?(r)

is a Sidon set if and only if A(E) = A(E).

0. Introduction.   Let L denote a discrete abelian group, and let G denote its

dual.  We let G , denote the abelian group G endowed with the discrete   topology;

(Gj)   = T is the Bohr compactification of I\  V is dense in V, and C(D is iden-

tified naturally with the almost periodic functions on V*  In what follows below,

we use standard notation and facts as presented in Chapters 1 and 2 of [9].

For £Cr, set

A(F)=L1(G)7{/e LX(G):/= 0 on E\

and

B(E) = M(G)7l/i e M(G) : p. = 0 on E\,

where the quotients are the usual Banach algebra quotients.   Let c(E) denote all

bounded functions on E which vanish at infinity.  Clearly, A(E) C c(E), and B(E)

C l°°(E); A(E) is norm dense in c(E), and  ||g||B(ß) > llglL for all g £ B(E).  We

set

A(E) = c(E) n B(E).

Equipped with the B(E)-norm, and pointwise multiplication A(E) is a Banach alge-

bra.   Since (CE(G))* = B(E), and (A(E))* = L™(G), A(E) is isometrically imbedded

in B(E) and, therefore, in A(E).   (If R(G) is any subspace of L (G), Re(G) de-

notes all functions in R(G) whose spectrum is in E-.)  Detailed studies of algebras

related to A(E) appear in [5], [7], [8], [ll], and [12].

When A(E) = c(E), we say that E is a Sidon set, and define the Sidon con-
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stant of E to be

h(E) = int{\\f\\J\\f\\A{E):f£A(E),f¿0\.

The following are easily seen to be equivalent:   (i) E C V is a Sidon set, (ii)

Ae(G) = CE(G), (iii) h(E) > 0, (iv) A(E) = c(E). A natural question, the answer to

which is still not known, is the following:   Can we have a non-Sidon set ECT,

and A(E) = A(E)?  If E is an element of the coset ring of T, then A(E)^A(E)

(e.g., cf. [l0]).  Our main result, for whose proof we extend and generalize methods

in [l] and [7], deals with the case where E is a "thin" set (cf. [2]):

Definition 1.   Let ECT.  We say that the pace of E tends to infinity, if given

any finite set A C T, and 0 i A, then A + E O E is finite.  We set

9(E) = \S C E : pace of S -> ~}.

Theorem A.   Let Y be a discrete abelian group,   (i) // G is metrizable, then

E is a Sidon set if and only if every F £ j(E) is a Sidon set.  (ii) If E £ 9(D is a non-

Sidon set, then A(E) ^ A(E).

In §1 we collect the necessary tools, and in §2 we prove Theorem A. We

then deduce as a corollary (2.3) a generalization of a result of Katznelson and

McGehee (cf. [7, Theorem 3.1]).  In §3 we list open questions.

1. Some lemmas.

Definition 1.1. Let T be a discrete abelian group.   F C Y is said to be parti-

tioned with respect to the supremum norm if there exists ÍF.}, a family of finite,

mutually disjoint sets, such that UF. = F, and

0 C„ (G) » Cp(G).F.' Fv

.1        J

We prove in [l] that every non-Sidon set ECT contains a non-Sidon set F which

can be partitioned with respect to the sup norm.

Lemma 1.2. Let ECT be a non-Sidon set.   Then, there exists a non-Sidon

set F CE, so that A(F)  ^ A(F).

Proof. Let ECTbea non-Sidon set.   Let F C E be a non-Sidon set so that

© C„ (G) « CAG),F
lL       '

where {F} is as above.   But, then

B(F) » © B(F.).

(1) /00        i
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Since F is non-Sidon, lim h(F.) = 0.   Let /. £ B(F.), so that lim ||/.||B(F , =« 1,

and H/.IL < I//.  Define / £ c(F): f\F. = /..' By (1), '

/ £ B(F) H c(F) = A(F).

But a necessary condition for / £ A(F) is lim.  O0||/||b(f)= ° (c^ &> 2.6.3] or

[3]).   o '

Let T" be a countable group.   Then, V = G is a compact metrizable group,

and, therefore, there exists D, a countable dense subgroup of G.  Consider D as

a discrete abelian group, and let tb: V —* D be the natural injective map: (tf>(y),d)

= (y, d), for y £ r and </eD,   We shall say that F C D is a Sidon set if F is a

Sidon set in (D)j.

Lemma 1.3.   Let V, D, tf> be as above.   Then, E C T is Sidon if and only if

tb(E) is Sidon.   Furthermore h(E) = h(tf>(E)).

Proof.  See Lemma 2.2 of [l].

Lemma 1.4. Let ECT be a non-Sidon set.   Then, there exists xn e 4>(E) =

closure of <p(E) in D, so that if U is any neighborhood of x», then ff>(E) C\ ¡J is

a non-Sidon set.

Proof. Suppose that for each x e <p(E) there exists Ux, an open neighborhood

of x, so that tp~l{U   n E) is a Sidon set.   By the compactness of tp(E), there

exist Xp. • •, x   £ tb(E), so that U"=i Ux  3 0(EJ.  But, by Drury's theorem (cf.

[4]), E = U"_! ta~l(Ux. n E) is a Sidon set, and we reach a contradiction,   ü

Lemma 1.5.   K(E) = A(E) if and only if 7((tf>(E)) = A(<p(E)).  (X(<p(E)) and

A(<b(E)) are defined with respect to M(D) and Ll(D), respectively.)

Proof. Finitely supported functions on E (<f>(E)) aie norm-dense in A(E)

(A(d)(E))\ and any / £ A*(E) (X(<p(E))) can be realized as the pointwise limit of

some sequence (^ ) C A(E) (A(<p(E))), where the ^n's are finitely supported, and

sup   IliA IL/c\< °° (sup   ||iif H-v < oo).  Therefore, to prove the lemma, it suf-
* n "' n"n\c. ) *n "' n A(Ô(E))

fices to show

W P«Ba(B)"ÍI*°^"1IIa(*(B))'
where g is any finitely supported function on E:  Let Ío¿!"_i be any finite set of

complex numbers, and iyl"=1 any set in E.  Since D "is dense in u, we obtain

sup

y eiS

n \ n I

£ ai(<p(y¡>> y) = sup\¿Z af(<Myf'» *) •
¿=1 xeD ¿=1

But, D  was chosen dense in G, and hence
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sup
xec ¿»i 177

£ a.((p(y.), y)
i-l

Therefore,

\\S1*-*8JA(C/1)<II^ + ̂
a       j=iz=l

Proof. We shall first construct a function R £ L (Y) so that R = 0 outside

V + V, R = 1 on K, a neighborhood of 0 in G, and ||R||j < vl+i.  Furthermore,

R will be constructed so that R = A: + A, where

(0 k>0   and    î(0) = 1,

(2) l|A|L<e/3.

Given H, a finite set in K, we shall construct a trigonometric polynomial g0 6

C(F), so that g0 = 1 on H U {0!, and llg0llLl('Jf)< vTTi^We shall have g0 =

p + h, where p and h ate trigonometric polynomials in C(D such that

(3) p>0   and    p (0) = 1,

sup |(g.p)|= sup |(g °s6_1, p)|;

P<CE™> WL" peC^Ctf), |WL=1

(1) now follows, and the lemma is proved.    D

Remark 1.6. Let G be a compact abelian group, G = Y. If / £ LHY), and g

is a trigonometric polynomial in C(r), then the following hold:

(i) fj< = f^, where /„ and L   denote the Fourier transform of / £ L (Y), and

the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of / £ M(Y), respectively.

(ii) /*,      e — f *   ~   p on F.' I   Ll(r.)S     '   m(D s ^

Part (i) follows from the definition of Y, acid Parseval's formula, (ii) follows

from (i).

Lemma 1.7.   Let G be a compact abelian group,  G = Y.   Let e > 0, and V C G

be a symmetric neighborhood of 0.   There exists K, a neighborhood of 0 in G,

such that if H is a finite set in K,  then there is a trigonometric polynomial

g £ C„+w(r), so that the following hold:

(i) g(0) = g(h) = 1 for all h£H.

(Ü)   l!gllLi(?)<l+<-
(iii) Suppose g., jal.it, are trigonometric polynomials as above, corres-

ponding to t., V-, K., H., i = I,».«, n, respectively. Furthermore, assume that if

x. £ support g-, and S"=, x. = 0, then x. = 0 for i = !,•••,«.   Then
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W) ll¿L<ll¿llM(c(i)<f/3-

We set g = g0 * R.   g satisfies parts (i) and (ii) of the lemma.   To prove part (iii),

it suffices to display the proof for n = 2.  Suppose that gj and g2 are as in the

hypothesis of (iii).

in, *g2iu(G,-!((?, + W +*,»*«?, + s2 )a2+A2))nA.

By the assumption on support (g.), z = 1, 2, we have that

(plkl)*(p2k2)(o)=i,

and since

(p1 *k1)(p2 *k2)>o,

we have that

iKMi/^MU-1-
By (1), (2), (3), and (4), we have that

||(Pl *^)(p2 *A2)||, < \\p, *klW1\\p2\] |*aL< «,/3

and

Hi?, »\XA2 **2)«, < IMilMJMJMi*«,«2/9.

The norms of the other terms are similarly estimated, and part (iii) follows.

Our constructions of R and g0 are based on [9, 2.6]. Set k = (xv*X\^ /m(V).

Clearly, & = 0 outside V + V, k(0) = 1, and k > 0. Let W be a neighborhood of 0

in G, so that for g e W

(5) |1 - *(g)| < V^

Let 0 £ L (D be so that 9 = 1 - k on B, where B CW is an open neighborhood

of 0 such that

(6) 777(B) < y/77T.

Choose iff £ LX(T) such that i> = 0 outside B, H^H^ = 1, and $ = 1 on K, where

K is a neighborhood of 0.  Set R = k + 9 *^.  It follows from (5) and (6) that

||0 *0-Hx < ||0 *HX < m(B)y/7T< f/3.

By the construction, R = 0 outside V + V, R = 1 on K, and  ||R|| j < \/l + e.

Let H be a finite set in K.   Select {yp." , yN\t a linearly independent set

in G, so that H C gp (y., • • •, y,.).  Assume first that all the y .'s are torsion free.

Let
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E„ = j* e gp(y,»-• • » yN)i *■= £ a.yy, |a.| < «

Then, zzzXF ) = card(E ) = (2n + l)N.   Let

P„ = (lUd(En))(xE   *x£T.
71 77

Choose n sufficiently large so that

(7) E  11 - ?„U)| < e/3.
xeH

Set p = p , and let ¿ be the trigonometric polynomial in CV+V(Y) defined by

h(x) = (1 - p(x))xH(x).  Let g0 = p + h.   Clearly, g0 satisfies (3) and (4).  Suppose

that not all the y.'s are torsion free.  We then add sufficiently many linearly inde-

pendent elements, ly^+i»' • • > yM\> to ly^»* • • » yN\, so that if we set

n = max I  max |a| : x = ¿ a.v.  ,

x€H (ls/sN y=l J

and

En = J* e &hi*"-»yM):* = ¿ V/' K' -4*

then card (F ) is sufficiently large for (7) to follow.   The construction of g =

R *g0 is now complete.    D

Lemma 1.8.   Let E C Y be a non-Sidon set.   Given 1 > e > 0, and F, a /z'm'/e

set in Y, there exists a finitely supported function f £ A(E) so that H =

support /CE\f. II/IU(£)=1. and Í/L<fc

Proof. Let 0 be a finitely supported function in A(E) so that ||0||A/g)=» 2,

and l|0|L < y^E n F). We have

l|ÖlU(E)<^EVöllA(£)+llöL/^OF),

and therefore,

2-</2<Bxbv,0Ha<B>-

Choose 4 e L (G) so that Î = 1 on F, 1 has finite support, and IK1-«)y£vf^IU(e)

< ^2. We then have

WxE\F6htB)ï W*xB\F$h'B)+ IK1 - *bcB\pQhiBv

and therefore,  \\%xE \F&\\AiEy> l'   Set

f = kxE\Pm\kxE\Feh(By    °
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Proof of Theorem A.   We prove our theorem by transferring the problem from a

countable group L to a compact metrizable group D via tb, where D and tb are

as in the remark preceding Lemma 1.3.  We note that the transfer depends on

Drury's theorem (see also Remark 2.1 below).   The assumption that E £ j(T) and

the use of Lemma 1.7 illustrate well the structural nature of the proof of part (ii),

and the difficulty of the problem in general.

Proof of part (i).   Let E C T be a non-Sidon set.   By Lemma 1.4, we select a

non-Sidon set F C E, so that tb(F) has only one limit point xQ in D.  Without loss

of generality we assume xQ = 0.   Let S be any finite set in T, 0 i S.   Let U be

an open neighborhood of 0 so that

10,      if y £ S\(S n F),
(tp(y) + U) O tb(F) = \

(lyi,    if y eS DF.

Then tp(S) + tf>(F) n tp(F) is finite; by the definition of tp, S + F D F is finite, and

hence F £ 9(E).

Proof of part (ii). We first assume that T is a countable group.   Let E eiP(r)

be a non-Sidon set.   By Lemmas 1.3 and 1.5, we can assume that E C (D)j.

The proof will proceed as follows:  We shall construct inductively [F.}"p a

family of mutually disjoint finite subsets of E, and i/yi^-i C A(E), so that the fol-

lowing hold:

(1) 0^ Cpp5)  « Cp(D), where F = IJJl, fy

(2) (a) support /, C F.,

(b)||/yL<l//,

fc> Wfj\W)<1  an¿  I!//1L(F7.)^;
(3) There exists a measure p £ /M(D)> such that p. = 1 on the support of / =

2/., and ¡Î = 0 on E\F.

From (1) and (2), it will follow, as in the proof of Lemma 1.2, that / £

A(f)\A(F). But if A £ M(D) such that k\p = /, then, by (3), ¡&\B e ^(E)\A(E).

Let (e.y^lj be so that f. > 0 and IT!lj (l + e.) < 2.  Let Vj be any symmetric

neighborhood of 0 in D.   Find K,, a neighborhood of 0 in D, corresponding to t.

and V, in the conclusion of Lemma 1.7.  By Lemma 1.4, Kj O E is not a Sidon

set, and hence, we can choose a finitely supported function /p

ff, = support ft C K, n E\i0!,    H/lU(EnKi)= 1,

and 11/11 < 1. Let g, be a trigonometric polynomial in Cv +v (u) corresponding

to fp and H as in Lemma 1.7. Set Fj ■ support gt O E\}0}. Clearly, fx = 0 on

(K. n E)\f,. We proceed by induction: Let k > 1 and assume that V., K., /., //.,

p., and F. were selected for ; > k — 1. Set
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Sk-l
£ € je. : x. £ support gjt tj - -1, 0, 1, / - 1,.• •, k - 1

>«1

By the assumption on E, Qk + E n E is finite.   Therefore, we can find G,, a sym-

metric neighborhood of 0 in D, so that ^l + U^C V, _j, and for all x £ Q,,

(4) (x + uk) n (e\{x\) = 0.

Let Vfc be an open symmetric neighborhood of 0, so that

(5) Vk + VkCUk-

Select Kk corresponding to ek and Vfe, as in Lemma 1.7.  Set F^ = \J^~l F ••

By Lemma 1.4, F O K,   is a non-Sidon set, and by Lemma 1.8, choose a finitely

supported function fk, so that Hk = support /fe C (Kk n E)Va), li4i!i4{(EnKfe)UF0fe))

= 1 and ||4||00< 1/A.   Again by Lemma 1.7, find gk¿Cv +v (D) corresponding to

f, and H,, and set

(6) Ffc => support g^ n (E\ 10|).

Our selection process is now complete.   Clearly, (2)(a), (b) hold for all k.   We now

verify (2)(c):

and by (6)

«; (fa)

sup IVa,^)|/|U4.pil.
v*l ((EnK.)UF1*')

But, ||v*gJL<||gfe||1||v||00<2||i>||00..   Therefore,

II4IU(R)>      «p    ,, kkvwwl

= H ||/, Il ..,=&
k A((EñKk)uF{k')

The proof of part (1) is handled in the same way as the proof of Theorem 1.2 of

[l]:  When we select V,, in addition to the constraint in (5), we insist that V^be

sufficiently small in order that the methods of [l] apply.

We now prove (3). (4) and (5) easily imply that if 2^=1 x. £ E, where x{ £ F{

UÍOi, then all, except for possibly one of the summands, equal 0.   Therefore,

(*"=1 Í) converges pointwise to a function on E, which equals 1 on Uy=i H. =

support /, and equals 0 on E\F.   Furthermore, since the hypothesis of part (iii)

in Lemma 1.7 holds, we obtain
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n

A((D)J<U (1 + O < 2,    for all n.

By the metrizability of the weak* topology on bounded sets in B(E) = Cr(d), and

by the weak    compactness of bounded sets in B(E), it follows that there exists a

measure p £ M(D) so that p. = 1 on support / and p. = 0 on E\F.   The proof of the

theorem in the case that V is countable is now complete.

Let IT1 be any discrete abelian group, and E £ j(F) a non-Sidon set.   Let

E  C E be a countable non-Sidon set in V; set F = E O gp(E ).  It is easy to see

that F is a Sidon set in T if and only if it is a Sidon set in gp(E ).  Therefore,

since gp(E ) is countable, A(F)^A(F) (the algebras are defined with respect to

M(gp(E')")); i.e., there exists p £ M(gp(E')) so that jz|F e cq(F)\a(F).  By Theo-

rem 2.7.2 of [9], there exists v £ M(G) so that v\p = p\pi and since x    iei\£M(gT,

we have

Since p\\F i A(F), by Theorem 2.7.4 of [9], it follows that / t A(E).   a

Remark 2.1.  When T = Z, part (i) of Theorem A follows from the following

elementary fact:   Let E C Z be a non-Sidon set.   Given any N > 0, there exists

0 <l < N so that (nZ + l) Il E is non-Sidon.   Part (ii) may also be obtained,

though the arguments are essentially the same as in the proof of the theorem, with-

out the use of Lemma 1.4, which rests on [4]. We do not know how to prove our

theorem for general groups without resorting to Drury's theorem.

We now proceed to deduce a generalization of Theorem 3.1 in [7] (Corollary

2.3 below).

Let G be a compact abelian group, and E C G a closed set.  We define, as

in [7],

D(E) = (/ £ C(E):        sup       I (fdp\ /||p||    < J.
I fieM'E), ufO\J       1/ t

If K(E) is any. space of functions on E, we let

K0(E) = i/ £ K(E) : /(0) = 0).

Let E C G be a closed countable set with 0 as its only accumulation point; then,

cÁE .) = CAE). Also, it follows easily from the Hahn-Banach theorem, and Parse-
0     a U *v

val's formula that DQ(E) = A Q(EJ.

Lemma 2.2.   Let E C G be as above.   Then AQ(E) = AQ(E¿> (A(E) and A(Ed)

are the restriction algebras defined with respect to L (D   and L (T), respectively).

IH
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Proof.   Finitely supported functions on E (on E¿) are norm dense in A Q(E)

(Aq(Ej)).   It suffices, therefore, to prove that if / is finitely supported on E, then

H'/II/1(E)= ll/IU(E¿)*  Since E is a closed and countable set, (A(E))   = CE(Y).

The proof now proceeds as in Lemma 1.5.    □

Corollary 2.3.   Let E C G be a closed countable non-Helson set with a finite

number of limit points, then D(E) 2 A(E).

Proof.  Without loss in generality, we assume that 0 is the only limit point of

E.   Since E is a closed countable non-Helson set, E , is a non-Sidon set in G ..

It is also clear that Ed e j(Gd).  The conclusion now follows from the remark pre-

ceding 2.2, Lemma 2.2, and Theorem A.    D

3.  Open questions.   Let E e 9(Y).

(a) We recall that E CY is a Sidon set if and only if there exists ß > 0 so

that ll/2IU(E)^ ßll/llA(E) (cf- ̂ ' 8-3-8^' Therefore, in the proof of Theorem A,

when choosing /. at the ;'th step, in addition to requiring that  ||/-||^/r\ = 1, and

ll/'lloo < *//» we may also demand that

(1) II/JIU(E)<1//2-

It then follows, as in the proof of Theorem B that,  /= £/. £ A(E)\A(E).   But, since

support /f n support /. = 0 whenever i 4 j, f   = 2/f ; by (1), /   £ A(E).

Question.   For any « > 1, can we find / £ A(E)\A(E), so that /,•••, f     €

X(E)\A(E), but P £ A(E)?

(b) Consider A'(E) = 1/ £ X(E): f2 £ A(E)\.  Let / = If. be as above, and

f = (iy)°°=1, where e. = -1 or 1.   It is clear that f( = 2iy/;. £ ^((E)\A(E), f\=f2 £

A(E). Furthermore, since ||/.|U(F)^ ^> it follows that ||/c- f¿\\%Ey> XA, where

e ^ t .  Therefore, A (E) is a closed nonseparable subalgebra of A(E).  On the

other hand, it follows, as in the proof of Theorem 1 of [5], that the maximal ideal

space of A (E) is precisely E.

Question.   Does there exist a non-Sidon set E £ j(Y) so that the maximal-

ideal space of A(E) is precisely E (see also [8])?

(c) Let E C T be a non-Sidon set.  Does "X(E) 2 A(E)?
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